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Other comments on languages

Catalan and Spanish are the second language of instruction of the subject.

Prerequisites

Specifically, this subject requires prior knowledge obtained through the following subjects:  and Language I
.Language II

Objectives and Contextualisation

The objective of this subject is, on the one hand, to consolidate the basic language competences acquired
through  and  so that students can begin to apply them; and, on the other hand, to continue toLanguage I II
develop knowledge and understanding of the graphic, morphological, lexical, semantic and syntactic structure
of the Japanese language (equivalent to A2.1). To that end, it is important that students have assimilated the
content they worked on in the previous subjects (  and ), knowledge of which is necessary toLanguage I II
continue learning on the degree programme (A2.1; A2.2; B1).

Competences

East Asian Studies
Apply knowledge of East Asian culture in order to be able to communicate.
Developing self-learning strategies.
Ensuring the quality of one's own work.
Produce oral texts in one of the languages of East Asia.
Respecting the diversity and plurality of ideas, people and situations.
Solving problems of intercultural communication.
Understand oral texts in one of the languages of East Asia.
Understand texts written in one of the languages of East Asia.
Write texts in one of the languages of East Asia.

Learning Outcomes
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Learning Outcomes

Apply knowledge of lexis, morphosyntax, texts, rhetoric and linguistic variation.
Apply strategies to produce oral texts for different contexts and for specific communicative purposes.
Apply strategies to produce written texts for different contexts and for specific communicative purposes.
Apply strategies to understand oral texts from various different contexts.
Apply strategies to understand written texts from various different contexts.
Apply strategies towards acquiring knowledge of East Asian culture in order to be able to communicate.
Deal with interferences between the working languages.
Developing self-learning strategies.
Ensuring the quality of one's own work.
Identify the need to activate knowledge of East Asian culture in order to be able to communicate.
Integrate cultural knowledge to solve problems in communication.
Possess knowledge of East Asian culture in order to be able to communicate.
Produce oral texts for different contexts and for specific communicative purposes.
Produce oral texts that are appropriate to the context and linguistically correct.
Produce written texts for different contexts and for specific communicative purposes.
Produce written texts that are appropriate to the context and linguistically correct.
Respecting the diversity and plurality of ideas, people and situations.
Solving problems of intercultural communication.
Understand the communicative intent and the meaning of oral texts from various different contexts.
Understand the communicative intent and the meaning of written texts from various different contexts.

Content

Grammar

Students will work on the grammatical content of  from lesson 26 to 37:Minna no nihongo II,

Asking for more information, requesting or giving detailed explanations, asking for advice or instructions (-
);ndesu, -ndesuga

Potential;

The particle "wa" of contrast;

Indicating two simultaneous actions (- );nagara

Habit (- );teimasu

Giving various reasons (- ...);shi, -shi

Describing a state (- );teimasu

Indicating the end of an action and expressing regret (- );teshimaimashita

Expressing that something is done in advance or in preparation, and that something is to be left in the same
state as it is (- );teokimasu

Expressing that an action has been performed with no change in state (- );tearimasu

Transitive verbs and intransitive verbs;

Intentional (- , - );u, -utoomotteimasu tsumoridesu

Inviting or proposing an activity (- );u

Giving a recommendation (- );tahôga iidesshô

Expressing supposition (- , - );deshô kamoshiremasen
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Expressing supposition (- , - );deshô kamoshiremasen

Imperative and prohibition;

Citation ( );-toiimasu, -toyomimasu, -tokaitearimasu, -toitteimashita

Instruction (- );no tôrini

Expressing a sequence of actions (- );te, -atode

Indicating that a subject carries out an action without performing another (- );naide

Conditional (- );ba, -nara

Expressing a change of habit, ability, situation, attitude (- );yôni narimashita, -nakunarimashita

Expressing goals and purposes (- );yôni

Indicating efforts that the subject of an action makes regularly and continuously (- );yônishiteimasu

Passive voice

Kanji

Students will learn some 125 new kanji

Methodology

To achieve the established objectives, this subject mainly involves practical classes. Each unit, in principle, is
organised into three steps, so that students can gradually develop their language skills:

1. Introduction

The lecturer will introduce each unit's new structures and explain their functions and the unit's grammatical
content. Then, there will be basic, rather mechanical exercises on grammar and structures. The objective of
this step is for students to assimilate the unit's grammatical content.

2. Practice

Advanced exercises will be carried out, including oral comprehension (using audiovisual material) and oral
expression. In this second step, students are expected to be able to understand some simple questions and
short dialogues in which the unit's structures are used, and to be able to respond using constructions or simple
affirmations.

3. Development

More advanced exercises will be carried out, involving the application of the structures or expressions learned
in specific situations. Oral communication exercises will be assigned, basically in the form of dialogues. The
objective of this step is for students to put the knowledge they have acquired into practice.

Activities

Learning activities are organised into three categories based on the degree of student autonomy involved:

Directed activities (75h):

The essential points of each unit's content will be explained and exercises of the following types carried out: a)
grammar; b) listening comprehension; c) oral communication; and d) activities.

During the semester, there will be 4 quizzes on grammar, 6 on kanji and 12 on vocabulary.

Supervised activities (60h):
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Supervised activities (60h):

Supervised activities include the tasks that students carry out outside theclassroom. In principle, there are four
types of such activities: grammar, listening comprehension, written comprehension, and written expression.

Autonomous activities (150h):

Autonomous activities include preparing new material (carefully reading instructions, looking up the meaning of
new vocabulary, etc.), doing exercises, and reviewing previous content.

This subject also includes the study of kanji as an autonomous activity, although classroom time will very
occasionally be spent looking at kanji that require additional explanation. Students will work on the content of 

 vol. 2.Basic Kanji Book

Another autonomous activity consists of , as part of preparinglearning new vocabulary before each unit begins
new material. Time will occasionally be spent explaining vocabulary, if necessary. There will be a quiz at the
beginning of each unit.

Activities

Title Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Type: Directed

Activities 5 0.2 1, 5, 4, 2, 6, 20, 19, 10, 11, 14, 13, 18, 17, 12, 9

Listening comprehension 10 0.4 1, 4, 19, 10, 11

Oral communication exercises 15 0.6 1, 4, 2, 6, 19, 10, 11, 14, 13, 18, 12

Oral/written grammar exercises 15 0.6 1, 5, 4, 3, 20, 16, 14, 13

Theory (new content explanation) 30 1.2 1, 3, 8

Type: Supervised

Listening comprehension exercises 10 0.4 1, 4, 19, 10, 11

Reading comprehension exercises 17 0.68 1, 5, 6, 20, 8, 10, 18, 17, 9

Written expression exercises 18 0.72 1, 3, 16, 15, 7

Written grammar exercises 15 0.6 1, 5, 8

Type: Autonomous

Autonomous study 150 6 8

Assessment

Assessment is continuous. Students must provide evidence of their progress by completing tasks and tests.
Task deadlines will be indicated in the course schedule on the first day of class.

Assessment activities

Fulfilment of the subject's objectives will be assessed as follows:

- Quizzes (Grammar: 40%, Kanji: 18%, Vocabulary: 12%): 70%

- Exercises (written comprehension exercises:15%, written expression:10%): 25%
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- Exercises (written comprehension exercises:15%, written expression:10%): 25%

- Activities: 5%

- In addition, there are optional exercises on each unit's grammatical content. Choosing not to do these totally
voluntary exercises will not affect marks negatively, and submitting them can only affect marks positively,
generating 0.01 extra points for every exercise with a score of over 50%.

Related matters

The above information on assessment, assessment activities and their weighting is merely a guide. The
subject's lecturer will provide full information when teaching begins.

Review

When publishing final marks prior to recording them on students' transcripts, the lecturer will provide written
notification of a date and time for reviewing assessment activities. Students must arrange reviews in
agreement with the lecturer.

Missed/failed assessment activities

Students may retake assessment activities they have failed or compensate for any they have missed, provided
that those they have actually performed account for a minimum of 66.6% (two thirds) of the subject's final mark
and that they have a weighted average mark of at least 3.5. Under no circumstances may an assessment
activity worth 100% of the final mark be retaken or compensated for.

The lecturer will inform students ofthe procedure involved, in writing, when publishing final marks prior to
recording them on transcripts. The lecturer may set one assignment per failed or missed assessment activity or
a single assignment to cover a number of such activities.

Classification as "not assessable"

In the event of the assessment activities a student has performed accounting for just 25% or less of the
subject's final mark, their work will be classified as "not assessable" on their transcript.

Misconduct in assessment activities

Students who engage in misconduct (plagiarism, copying, personation, etc.) in an assessment activity will
receive a mark of "0" for the activity in question. In the case of misconduct in more than one assessment
activity, the students involved will be given a final mark of "0" for the subject.

Students may not retake assessment activities in which they are found to have engaged in misconduct.
Plagiarism is considered to mean presenting all or part of an author's work, whether published in print or in
digital format, as one's own, i.e. without citing it. Copying is considered to mean reproducing all or a substantial
part of another student's work. In cases of copying in which it is impossible to determine which of two students
has copied the work of the other, both will be penalised.

More information: 
http://www.uab.cat/web/study-abroad/undergraduate/academic-information/evaluation/what-is-it-about-1345670077352.html

Assessment Activities

Title Weighting Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Activities 5% 0 0 9

Grammar quizzes 40% 10 0.4 1, 3, 16, 15, 14, 7, 9

Kanji quizzes 18% 3 0.12 5, 8
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Reading comprehension exercises 15% 0 0 5, 6, 20, 8, 10, 18, 17, 9

Vocabulary quizzes 12% 2 0.08 1, 4, 3, 2, 19, 15, 14, 13

Written expression exercises 10% 0 0 1, 3, 10, 11, 16, 15, 7, 18, 12, 9
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